First flights of the mapKITE system
mapKITE becomes now a reality

In June, 20th to 23rd, 2016, the mapKITE project (www.mapkite.com) achieved one of its major
milestones: the first-time-ever operation of a tandem aerial-terrestrial system conceived for
simultaneous geodata acquisition in corridor mapping missions. Such achievement validates the first
half of the European H2020 project, in which an international consortium of ten teams from six
different countries have partnered up to turn mapKITE into a reality.

Unmanned aircraft and terrestrial mobile mapping:
teaming up for highly efficient operations
Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) have blossomed since the last decade. Specially in the field of
photogrammetry, remote sensing and mapping, these platforms -popularly, drones- do offer a versatile tool
to obtain geodata at a reasonable production cost while still standing on high quality levels. UAS are now a
must-have tool for geomaticians dealing with real-world problems.
Terrestrial mobile mapping (TMM) are indeed reference systems for ground-level mapping. While providing
high-quality observation data from the driven path, TMM systems are suitable for a wide range of
applications with more or less stringent requirements on product accuracy.
By bringing these two revolutions together, mapKITE offers a unique mapping paradigm characterized by:
• TMM and UAS with remote sensing instruments – customized sensors for the targeted application.
• Complementary mapping potential – aerial-ground vision and advanced post-processing methods.
• Moving UAS ground control station – the terrestrial vehicle acts as the operation homebase.
• Non-stop operation – continuous line-of-sight between ground and air boosts productivity.

Next pages – what technical features are behind mapKITE?

The mapKITE breakthroughs:
beyond system combination for mapping

Tethering the UAS to the terrestrial vehicle.
By means of a real-time navigation system, the terrestrial vehicle
generates the basic source information for generating waypoints
to be followed by the aerial platform.
Schematically, for every terrestrial position, a geometrical shift is
applied to keep a particular relative air-ground geometry. By doing
so, a “follow-me” scheme is proposed: as the vehicle moves, the
aircraft follows. The tether is set to maintain a constant relative
speed.
Additionally, the ground vehicle is observed in the most of the
aerial images. This is a cornerstone to unleash the full mapKITE
potential, as it is explained next.

Linking the two worlds with an optical target
An optical coded target is installed on the roof of the terrestrial vehicle. These type of target is
automatically identified and measured in the aerial images in a fast and robust way. Its goal is twofold:
firstly, it enables a complementary guidance scheme based on target-tracking, thus adding robustness to
the virtual tether. Secondly, the image measurement of the optical target together with the high-quality
trajectory of the ground vehicle introduces a novel, benefitial approach in corridor mapping: the use of
kinematic ground control for a posteriori sensor orientation and calibration.

Kinematic ground control points (KGCPs) – same
accuracy, lower costs
mapKITE takes advantadge from high-quality aerial and
terrestrial trajectories, obtained with post-processing
GNSS
differential
techniques
and
INS/GNSS
hybridization1. As stated previously, the optical target in
the terrestrial vehicle's roof, as observed from the aerial
one, relates these two worlds in the following way.
By performing photogrametric pointing-and-scaling
measurements of the optical target, and linking these
with the precise terrestrial vehicle trajectory by means
of image synchronization in a common time reference,
mapKITE introduces an analogy to the conventional
ground control points (GCPs) by simply taking
advantadge of its operation: as the UAS follows the
terrestrial vehicle, the target is observed in all the
images providing ready-to-use KGCPs for every image.
The benefits of KGCPs have been anticipated in a
mapKITE simulated environment. Summarizing,
traditional GCPs can be mostly eliminated when using
point-and-scale measurements of KGCPs. Additionally,
ad-hoc maneuvers in mapKITE might bring
improvements in sensor calibration.

Novelty and innovation are inherent to mapKITE. GeoNumerics holds the Spanish mapKITE patent
(ES2394540) and has filed patents for Europe, Brazil and The United States.

Correction of ground trajectory from air
Sometimes, the GNSS acquisition conditions on the air might be better than in ground. If we think about
road surronded by dense tress causing satellite occlusions or passing by buildings on streets or road, we will
rapidly see a degradation of the trajectory accuracy, leading to errors in measurement geo-referencing.
But KGCPs can work all the way around. While in one case, the KGCPs help to aerial image orientation
standing on precise ground trajectory, in this case mapKITE aims at correcting terretrial vehicle potential
shifts based on the aerial trajectory and, again, the photogrammetric measurements of the optical target.

Next pages – How does mapKITE geodata looks like?
1

GNSS stands for Global Navigation Satellite System, and IMU for Inertial Measurement Unit.

Simultaneous aerial and terrestrial acquisition
A snapshot of the mapKITE observation potential

Equipment used in the first mapKITE campaign

Fundamental mission parameters

Aerial camera

Sony NEX-5 (c=20mm)

Gruond Sampling Distance 2,4 cm

GNSS receiver (UA)

Javad TRE-3

Flying altitude

100 m

TV navigation system

Applanix POS-LV420

Forward image overlap

80%

TMM system

Optech Lynx

Image footprint

120 m across-track

Figure 1: Top, left and right: mapKITE aerial images from the corridor flown at the BCN Drone Center (June,
2016); mid: 3D model extracted from aerial images only; bottom: Point Cloud obtained with the terrestrial
mobile mapping system.

Big milestone achieved!
The first mapKITE corridor maping campaign
During three days, mapkITE system testing and demonstrations were carried out at the BCN Drone Center
(http://www.barcelonadronecenter.com), a UAV testing center including 2500 ha of segregated airspace
located in Collsuspina, Barcelona.
Within its premises, a 2 km rural road was selected as a testing corridor and was operated successfully
around ten times. The testing site was prepared with several ground control points measured along the
corridor and marked with black and white markers for quality checking.
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